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Briotix Celebrates 20 Years of Transforming Workforce
Performance.
Our Growth is due to our success in delivering meaningful results, but we
are not resting on our laurels. With our Anniversary comes a renewed
commitment to “Make it Better” for our clients, their employees, our
Team and our Partners.
2017 is a huge year for Briotix as we celebrate 20 years of proven effective solutions for
employers looking to optimize workforce performance, control costs, and improve their
business outcomes through ergonomics, comprehensive injury prevention techniques and
human performance systems. This celebration comes at a time of rapid growth for our
company. Our rapid growth is attributable mostly to the mainstreaming of Briotix’ repeatable
and sustainable Return on Investment and client satisfaction results.
“We couldn’t be successful without our amazing team members and network of providers who
come to work each day focused on the health and wellness of our clients. What a great
business to be in when we are making it better - finding solutions to our clients’ problems big
and small.” Says CEO Stephen Brown.
Another significant pillar of our success is our virtual suite of services and custom client
solutions created by our Business Transformation Group (BTG), run by Shelby Spencer. “BTG’s
ability to conceptualize virtual and technically complex solutions to large scale employee
performance issues and execute effective solutions leveraging technology and virtual services
has been and will continue to be a huge growth area for us. We are fortunate to have such a
talented group of technological genius in our wheelhouse of solutions.” Stephen continued.
While virtual and innovative engagement solutions, such as our innovative video series, Ergo
Zombies TM, continue to be wildly popular, especially among the Millennial workforce, onsite
injury prevention and physical therapy services remain the bedrock of our service delivery
platforms.
“Our work onsite with employers is invaluable. Our ergonomists, prevention specialists,
physical therapists, athletic trainers and occupational therapists become a part of the
employer’s culture and are able to make significant strides in lowering injuries, helping
employees return to work and solving physical issues while they can still be reversed with
conservative measures. We have been embedding service professionals onsite with clients for

the bulk of our 20 years in business. This service and delivery model will continue to play a
very important role over our next 20 years in business.” Bob Patterson, Executive Vice
President and Co-Founder of Briotix, states.

We could not be more thrilled to celebrate 20 years of making it better for employers and
employees globally. Let’s make a better workplace together. #makeitbetter

About Briotix
Briotix Inc. is the leading provider of human performance solutions, combining ergonomics,
injury-prevention, physical rehabilitation and performance optimization services. The
company transforms organizational productivity by unlocking the potential of your workforce.
Briotix’ clients enjoy a powerful, competitive advantage that is enabled through the
intelligent application of science in the physical, cognitive, and organizational disciplines.
Briotix clients include many Fortune 500 companies and their global operations and a
significant number of the largest insurers and their proxies. Based in the United States, the
company serves Fortune 500 clients in over 54 countries. For more information, please visit:
http://www.briotix.com #makeitbetter
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